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Chapter 3

Vulnerability to Natural Hazards:

Philosophical Reflections on the Social

and Cultural Dimensions of Natural

Disaster Risk

Mark Coeckelbergh

Abstract Risk analysis and risk management are ways for humans to cope with

natural disaster risk. This chapter connects discussions about risk with reflections

on nature, technology, vulnerability, and modernity. In particular, it raises ques-

tions regarding the natural/human distinction and how human societies and cultures

(should) cope with risk. How “natural” are hazards, given human interventions in

and interpretations of events, and what are the limitations of “objective” modern

approaches to risk? The chapter argues that coping with risk related to natural

disasters should be sensitive to the social and cultural dimensions of risk. For this

purpose it proposes the concept of “vulnerability transformations”. It focuses on the

experience and phenomenology of natural hazards in relation to existential vulner-

ability, and, taking a cross-cultural perspective, shows that apart from modern

scientific thinking there are also other, less modern ways to cope with natural

hazards.

3.1 Introduction

Natural hazards such as earthquakes, tsunamis, hurricanes, floods, droughts, and

wildfires can have disastrous consequences for human lives and environments. Risk

analysis and risk management are ways for humans to cope with natural disaster

risk: they aim to better understand the potential impact of natural hazard events and

to develop strategies to manage and reduce the risks related to these hazards.

Engineers, economists, planners, and other scientists and technologists work

together to assess risks and to develop plans and measures to mitigate the risk.

This is done at local, national, and global levels and has ethical and political

aspects. For instance, the United Nations Office for Disaster Risk Reduction
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(UNISDR) uses the concept of ‘Disaster Risk Reduction’ which aims to reduce the

damage caused by natural hazards through an ethic of prevention: in order to reduce

potential impact, choices have to be made concerning agriculture and land man-

agement, built environment, government, finance, and education. It also involves

improving the preparedness of people and putting in place early warning systems.1

In other words, the aim of this and similar programs is to reduce vulnerability to

natural hazards by using scientific methods of risk assessment and risk manage-

ment, which then informs policy and has consequences for society.

Philosophy of risk and philosophy of science and technology may contribute to

discussions about these topics by revealing and critically discussing more or less

hidden philosophical assumptions made by engineers, policy makers, and others

involved. In this chapter, I am especially interested in issues that invite reflections

on nature, technology, vulnerability, and modernity. I will show how discussions

about natural hazards and management of natural disaster risk invite questions

about the natural/human distinction, about how humans can and should cope with

risk, about human vulnerability, and about modern culture. Furthermore, I hope that

making these connections between risk management of natural hazards and wider

social, cultural, and philosophical issues is not only interesting for philosophers but

is also relevant to policy makers, engineers, and other stakeholders.

Let me start with two philosophical questions invited by every topic of risk

management of natural hazards. First, what does it mean to say that hazards are

“natural”? Are they “natural”, given human interventions in natural processes and

events? Second, to what extent is a scientific assessment and, based on this

assessment, management of these risks possible and desirable? What are the

limitations of “objective” and modern methods of dealing with risk? Are they

necessarily the best and only way of coping with risk?

This paper raises and discusses these questions and then opens up the discussion

to wider discussions about vulnerability and modernity. Using work in social

geography, philosophy of risk and vulnerability, political philosophy, and anthro-

pology (as reflected in UN reports and in the media), I argue that coping with risk

related to natural hazards should be sensitive to the social and cultural dimensions

of risk, to the ways in which social arrangements, risk experience, cultural meaning,

and technology contribute to the construction of human vulnerability to natural

disasters.

First I question the notion of “natural” disasters and argue that both the causes

and effects are shaped by human interventions and social-geographical arrange-

ments. Philosophy of technology, political philosophy, and other (sub)disciplines

inside and outside philosophy can help to better understand and evaluate these

natural-social entanglements. For example, we can study the social and cultural

dimensions of risk in terms of “vulnerability transformations”: a concept I coined to

reflect my view that human vulnerability is not something ‘objective’ but is shaped
by cultural and technological responses to risk (Coeckelbergh 2013). I will show

1 http://www.unisdr.org/who-we-are/what-is-drr
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that we can study the unintended effects of technologies that were meant to reduce

risk from natural hazards but which create new, technological risk, thereby

transforming rather than diminishing human vulnerability. We can also use

political-philosophical principles and methods (e.g. prioritarian or sufficitarian

principles) to evaluate the creation and fair distribution of natural hazard risk.

Then I focus on the experience of natural hazard risk, which phenomenologi-

cally takes the shape of natural disaster risk, and how this experience is always

mediated by cultural ways of giving meaning to, and coping with, natural hazards

and disasters. Drawing on my analysis of existential vulnerability (Coeckelbergh

2013) and learning from anthropological approaches to risk, I then further reflect on

the phenomenology of natural hazards in relation to existential vulnerability, and

take a cultural and cross-cultural perspective. By locating the experience of risk

within a broader cultural and cross-cultural perspective, I show that modern

scientific-technological thinking and management does not exhaust the range of

experiential and coping possibilities we have in response to natural hazards. Giving

examples of modern risk metaphors, understanding risk in terms of tragedy, and

traditional ways of coping with natural hazards, I argue that thinking about natural

hazards—technological-scientific thinking and thinking by lay people—is already

embedded in our language and culture(s) and that non-modern perspectives on

natural disaster risk challenge us to become more sensitive to, and acknowledge,

limits to what scientific-technological thinking and managerial control can do in

response to natural hazards.

3.2 “Natural” Risk? The Social and Cultural Dimensions

of Risk

Natural hazards like flooding, earthquakes, hurricanes are called ‘natural’ because
they are seen as resulting from phenomena and forces of ‘nature’. But how

“natural” are natural hazards? In this section I argue that use of the term “natural”

is problematic since “natural” and “human” aspects of natural hazards are entangled

in various ways: (1) humans causally contribute to “natural’ hazards, and the

consequences of “natural” hazards crucially depend on how humans prepare and

respond to them, (2) vulnerabilities to “natural” hazards are socially created, (3) the

way we respond to natural hazards is often technological, and (4) risk related to

“natural” hazards is also a political issue. Moreover, (5) I will also argue that use of

the term “nature” as meaning “non-human nature” is also questionable; humans are

also “natural” in several ways, and to sharply distinguish between on the one hand

“human” technological risk and “natural risk is therefore highly problematic.

First, there is often a human causal contribution to the origin of “natural”

hazards, for example, when hazards are related to flooding or climate change.

Even if in most cases it is unclear how exactly and how much human activities

might contribute to a hazard and have contributed to a disaster, the origin of the
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hazard and the disaster is at least “mixed” human/non-human. As Murphy and

Gardoni (2011) have argued, the sources of risks associated with natural events

involve a significant human causal contribution. For instance, “the construction and

modification of built and natural environments can alter the probability of occur-

rence of natural events and the character and magnitude of the impact that such

events have” (Murphy and Gardoni 2011). They give the example of earthquakes:

its impact depends on the reliability of the built environment and on how the

community responds, both of which in turn depend on “socio-economic conditions

of the region directly and indirectly affected by the earthquake” and the availability

of international aid (Murphy and Gardoni 2011). Thus, while we may not be the

‘direct’ source of such risks, humans are at least an ‘indirect’ source: our actions
influence the character and extent of these risks. For example, we can reduce the

impact of earthquakes by not building in seismically active areas and by improving

societies’ resilience and ability to respond to disasters. Furthermore, how we

construct and modify our environment (built and natural) can even influence the

probability of occurrence. Think for instance about how urbanization and coastal

development have contributed to vulnerability to flooding (Murphy and Gardoni

2011).

Thus, the consequences of events such as floods, earthquakes, hurricanes, etc.

differ a lot according to how humans prepare for them and respond to them, which

in turn may be related to social-economic difference. For example, in some areas

(e.g. where rich people live) there may be better mitigation measures in place

against flooding than in others (e.g. areas where poor people live). Think about

New Orleans and what hurricane Katrina did to the city2: given known vulnerabil-

ities and risk and lack of proper defences—settlement in vulnerable areas was not

discouraged and the protective structures were known to have significant limits—it

is plausible to say that humans are at least also causally responsible for what

happened. Causes of the disaster are then “natural” and “human” at the same

time. (It must also be noted that in general cities are themselves human constructs

and examples of human technological control; therefore anything that happens in

and to a city cannot possibly be “natural” if that means no involvement of humans.)

There are physical forces and processes, of course, but what happens to humans and

their environment, and how it happens, are shaped by human action. Instead of

talking about vulnerability to natural disaster or “natural” vulnerability, therefore,

we better talk about “physical-social vulnerability” or vulnerability to hazard in

general.

Consider also the approach taken in social geography. Susan Cutter has studied

‘how and why places and people are vulnerable to environmental hazards’ (Cutter
1996). By ‘vulnerabilities’ Cutter means ‘potential for loss’ but she broadens the

definition from individual to social loss, to ‘the susceptibility of social groups or

2Hurricane Katrina, a 2005 cyclone which flooded 80 % of New Orleans and 90 % of Mississippi

coastal towns, was one of the most deadly hurricanes in the history of the United States and in

addition caused a lot of damage to properties.
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society at large to potential losses (structural and non-structural) from hazard events

and disasters’. It is ‘the hazard potential filtered through the social fabric of society’
(Cutter 1996), rather than simply the expected (physical and economic) conse-

quences of a hazard. She has argued that vulnerabilities to hazards such as hurri-

canes are socially created. These are often ignored, partly because they are ‘hard to
measure and quantify’ (Cutter 2006) and thus do not fit into standard scientific risk

and hazard assessment methods, which rely on measurement and quantification. In

this way, social inequalities remain hidden. Consider again hurricane Katrina and

how its consequences (and therefore also the hazard) were very much entangled

with socio-economic issues. For instance, in damaged areas there were relatively

more African American, poor, and unemployed residents; they bore a dispropor-

tionately large part of the storm’s impact (Logan 2006). Failures in the Katrina case

are thus connected to wider social and political issues:

The revelations of inadequate response to the hurricane’s aftermath are not just about

failures in emergency response (. . .). They are also about failures of the social support

systems for America’s impoverished (. . .). The former can be rectified quickly (months to

years) through organizational restructuring or training; the latter requires much more time,

resources, and the political will to redress social inequities and inequalities that have been

sustained for more than a half century and show little signs of dissipating. (Cutter 2006)

Given this social dimension of vulnerability to natural disasters, Cutter proposes

to talk in terms of “a confluence of natural and social vulnerabilities” (Cutter 2006),

a phrase which better expresses the interaction between humans and their environ-

ment. Furthermore, it is also the case that different cultures and societies deal

differently with natural disaster risk, as I will show below. Thus, both causes and

effects are shaped by human interventions and socio-geographical arrangements,

and how we deal with natural hazards depends on society and culture.

It must also be emphasized that human intervention with regard to natural

hazards often takes the form of technological action. But technologies also create
risks and hazards. We can learn from the philosophy of technology that technolo-

gies always have unintended effects. I have argued elsewhere that technologies that

were meant to reduce natural risk often create new, technological risk, thereby

transforming rather than diminishing human vulnerability (Coeckelbergh 2013).

For example, nuclear energy production was meant to reduce the risk of being

dependent on carbon-based energy sources. But at the same time this technology

creates new, nuclear risk (radiation risk). And flood control systems are great ways

to protect against flooding, but they also render people dependent on the techno-

logical system (rather than “nature”) and this creates a (new) risk: something might

go wrong with the technological system. Again the “natural” and the “human”--

technological are entangled. This is so because with regard to natural hazards our

environment is always already shaped by human technological intervention; any

“natural” hazard, therefore, concerns the human as much as the natural. Human

vulnerability depends on technology as much as it depends upon nature.

Moreover, next to philosophical reflection on “natural” hazards we can also

learn from political philosophy. In response to the unequal and perhaps unfair

distribution of risk, we can use political-philosophical principles and methods
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(for example prioritarian or sufficitarian principles of justice3) to evaluate the

creation and fair distribution of natural disaster risk. If there is a “politics” of

risk—including “natural” risk—then political philosophy can help to deal with

this aspect. For instance, one could argue that distribution of risk should be fair

or equal, or that people should have the opportunity to participate in decisions about

risk. For example, one might consider implementing a kind of Rawlsian “difference

principle” to risk distribution and to coping with risk, which may imply that

inequalities in risk are justified as long as risks are minimized for the least

advantaged members of society (prioritarian principle). One could also define a

threshold level of risk (sufficitarian principle). Of course in both cases, one would

need to discuss what adopting either of these principles means in practice. For

instance, if a prioritarian approach is adopted, what political measures would need

to be taken to ensure that the relative position of the least advantaged members of

society in terms of vulnerability to natural hazards (for instance those most at risk of

their area being flooded) is raised? And is it possible, in practice, to ensure a

minimum level of protection against risk from natural hazards for all citizens, if

this is what a sufficitarian principle may require? Would the distribution of risk and

vulnerability to flooding be unacceptable according to both principles? What flood

risk mitigation strategies are (in) compatible with these principles of justice? Do all

citizens have a chance to participate in discussions about risk and vulnerability, or

is this currently the privilege of a political and technocratic elite? Should decisions

about risk to natural hazards be democratized? I do not wish endorse or defend this

or that particular approach to justice or democracy here; my main purpose in

making these suggestions about natural hazard risk, justice, and democracy is to

stimulate further discussion in the area of what we could call the political philos-
ophy of risk given the significance of social issues in relation to “natural” hazards,

and to illustrate that political philosophy has the resources to help us think

about this.

Finally, if natural hazards are conceived as resulting from what goes on in

“nature” as opposed to the sphere of the “human” this is also problematic. The

assumption is that there is a sharp division between on the one hand humans and on

the other hand “non-human nature”. But humans are also “natural” beings (what-

ever else they might be according to philosophers), they are also part of “nature”.

This has consequences for the discussion about “natural” hazards and risks. If one

accepts that humans are also “natural”, then it is very problematic to distinguish

between “human” technological risk and “natural” risk. Technological risk, as a

human action, is then also “natural”, and “natural” risks then includes risks to

which, as I argued in this section, humans have contributed and which have

important social and political dimensions. As I suggested before, given the

3With regard to evaluating the justice and fairness of a distribution moral and political philoso-

phers discuss different approaches to justice. A prioritarian approach means that it is important to

benefit those who are worse off, regardless of how high or low that position is in absolute terms. A

sufficiatarian approach, by contrast, sets a minimum threshold for everyone, without addressing

relative differences in position.
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enormous scope of human action and intervention on this planet, it is even ques-

tionable—from a philosophical and a scientific point of view—if there is still room

for the notion of a “non-human nature” at all when it comes to natural hazards. For

example, “natural” hazards related to climate change are “human” in so far as

humans contribute to climate change. And if natural hazards are always also social

and political, making and assuming the human/nature distinction is no longer an

adequate way of describing the phenomena and structures of so-called “natural”

hazards. For instance, risk of flooding is as much dependent on the social-

geographical and political-geographical structure of a city and a society (and

technological and other preventive measures taken) as it is dependent on what

goes on in “nature”.

3.3 “Objective” Assessment of Risk? The Limitations

of “Objective” Methods of Risk Assessment

and the Phenomenology of Risk and Vulnerability

Let me now turn to my second question: Are modern risk management and

“objective” scientific methods necessarily the best and only way to cope with

natural disaster risk? I use the language of ‘coping’4 here rather than that of

‘mitigation’ or similar terms, since I want to emphasize that scientific-technological

thinking is only one particular way of dealing with risk (I will show below that there

are others) and I want to emphasize the involvement of human experience and

culture in dealing with risk and vulnerability—an involvement which, if taken

seriously, casts doubt on the scientific-technological definition of risk and vulner-

ability itself. Let me explain this.

When we discuss and cope with natural disaster risk and hazards, there is always

human thinking, perception, experience, knowledge, and language involved. At

first sight, this looks like a banal observation. But it has important questions for the

epistemology of risk and hazard. It means that our knowledge of risks and hazards is

always mediated by human thinking, language, and experience. There is no hazard-

in-itself and no risk-in-itself. It is always risk and hazard as perceived, known, and

talked about by humans. Therefore, what we call “objective” risk assessment and

risk management methods merely represent one possible way of perceiving and

coping with risk, and one which denies the subjective dimension of risk. As I will

show in the next section, there are different options.

This argument should not be confused with the claim that risk is “subjective”,

rather than “objective”; instead my point is that risk is neither objective nor

subjective, or that it is both. Usually risk is seen as either “objective” or as

4My choice of the term ‘coping’ is influenced by the pragmatist and phenomenological traditions

in philosophy; in particular Dewey’s philosophy and Dreyfus’s Heideggerian work on skilful

coping.
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“subjective”—the latter of which is then made “objective” by means of psychology

of risk perception (e.g. Slovic 2000) which records, collects, and studies risk

perceptions and attitudes in the service of risk management. But as I have argued

previously, “risk is neither a feature of the world (an objective, external state of

affairs) nor (. . .) a subjective construction by the mind, an internal matter, but is

constituted in the subject-object relation” (Coeckelbergh 2013). Risk is about what

may happen to us due to forces “out there”, but at the same time this is always

experienced risk. There is an experiencing, human subject, which always “touches”

the object. We only have epistemic access to risk and hazard as a “phenomenon”; it

cannot be accessed directly but always appears to humans, reveals itself to humans

(to use the language of Heidegger). Again, there is no risk-in-itself; it is always

mediated.

By conceptualizing risk in terms of existential vulnerability and “being-at-risk”,

I have therefore attempted to move beyond the objective-subjective and internal-

external dualities that frame the current discussion. Being-at-risk means that risk

and vulnerability emerge from what happens in the relation between subject and

object. Science and risk management objectify vulnerability into an external “risk”

that can be measured and managed. But risk is always experienced risk, and talking
about it in terms of objective measures and states of affairs (and probabilities etc.) is

only one way of looking at it and experiencing it, and a way which neglects personal

and cultural risk experience. The techno-scientific language of risk management

and hazard mitigation is itself only one way in which risk and hazard may appear to

us, one way in which it is revealed to us (and one way we reveal it). At the same

time, vulnerability is not only about “me” or “my body” but is always directed at an

object; there is always some-thing that may happen to me. Being-at-risk is always

directed at something, something which then may produce fear in me, for instance

when I am afraid of a tsunami that might happen. Neither the object nor the subject

can be crossed out. For example, it does not make sense to talk about flood risk

without taking into consideration what it means for the vulnerability of humans

understood as an experienced vulnerability.

In my book, I use the term “vulnerability” to emphasize this subjective-

experiential aspect of risk. In response to “objective” approach to risk I try to

redress the balance. If techno-scientific approaches to risk (such as risk assessment

and risk management) “forget” the subject, it is time to bring it back to the stage. It

is important to pay attention to the many ways we can and do experience risk and

vulnerability, including risk related to the natural hazard. For instance, if people are

vulnerable-to-floods then to discuss this experience and coping with floods only in

terms of an external risk and hazard colonizes the discussion about risk and

vulnerability in such a way that the personal and cultural experience of risk is

marginalized, if not excluded. This denies the rich variety and broad range of

experiences of risk and vulnerability in human culture and reduces the plurality

of perspectives on risk and vulnerability to one particular perspective (whereby, as
said, it is denied that there are other perspectives).

Again, this does not mean that risk is (only) subjective. Equally, it does not make

sense to talk about, say, vulnerability to floods without considering how that
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vulnerability comes about. There is an object (for example one perceived as

“nature”, “the tsunami”, “the flood”, etc.). Yet from the moment I perceive it,

think about it, or speak about it, it is already “colored” and shaped by my

experience. There is no “objective”, naked risk. This is my “personal” experience

and at the same time “cultural” experience. The way we perceive and discuss risk

and vulnerability is framed by the way our society and culture thinks about risk and

copes with risk. (Below I will say more about culture.)

Applied to thinking about natural hazards, this approach could be called the

phenomenology of natural hazards and existential risk, and research within this

framework then focuses on the experience and cultural mediation of risk. It seeks to

develop a phenomenology of natural hazards and existential risk, and opens up

cultural and cross-cultural perspectives which show that our ways of perceiving and

dealing with natural risk and hazards are not limited to modern scientific-

technological thinking. Modern risk management is only one way of understanding

and coping with natural risk and hazards; as I will show in the Sect. 3.4 there are

different options. I will give examples of modern and non-modern ways of per-

ceiving, understanding, and coping with natural hazards. Important for now is that

my exploration of these different options is made possible by the recognition of the

role of human subjectivity in the construction of hazards and risks, which leads to a

rethinking of the epistemology of risk and opens up thinking about different ways

of being-at-risk, being-vulnerable. This then enables us to reveal social and cultural

differences when it comes to experiencing and coping with hazards and risk,

differences which remain hidden when they are covered with the blanket of

“objective” risk assessment and management. Let me show now that and how

thinking about natural hazards is already embedded in our language and culture(s).

I will pay particular attention to risk experience in the context of modern cultures as
opposed to other ways of experiencing and coping with risk and vulnerability.

While this angle cannot do justice to the full variety of and within what I will call

“vulnerability cultures”, it offers an example of what the proposed approach can do

for thinking about natural hazard risk.

3.4 “Natural Hazards” and Vulnerability Cultures

To conceptualize the cultural mediation of risk perception and coping with risk, I

propose the term “vulnerability cultures”: there are various ways of perceiving,

understanding, and coping with natural hazards. Let me give some examples of

modern and less modern ways of understanding and coping with natural hazards

and risk in order to better understand that there are different vulnerability cultures

and to explore different, less modern vulnerability cultures. [Note that I say

“modern and less modern” and not “Western” and “non-Western” since these

terms are rather problematic in many ways; for instance today societies in the

“non-West” (and indeed in the “West) are probably better understood as blends or

hybrids of modern and non-modern culture, or even as new versions of modern
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culture incorporating some less modern aspects. This is also why I use the term

“less” modern instead of “non-modern”—let alone “pre-modern” which has its own

additional problems.]

A first example of how people experience and cope with natural hazards in

culturally different ways is Dutch flood control. Flood control is a vital issue in the

Netherlands since two thirds of its area is vulnerable to flooding and at the same

time densely populated (Wikipedia 2014a). If the Dutch did not have flood control,

a large part of the country would be flooded. In the history of the Netherlands, dikes,

dams, and other means of protecting people against flooding (water from the North

Sea and the rivers Rhine and Meuse) have therefore played an important role. In the

twentieth century, the North Sea flood of 1953 was a major flood and disaster

causing much damage and deaths. In response a huge storm surge barrier was

created at the Oosterschelde (the so-called Delta Works) as well as other sea

defenses. In addition, according to the dominant story (one may also say: “myth”)

the Dutch have always “taken” land from the sea in order to create more space for

human activity. Culturally speaking, then, the Dutch dikes and other flood control

systems thus emerge as technologies that are part of a (heroic?) fight against nature.

“Nature” reclaims “its” land, but humans fight back.

Now this is not an “objective” history of natural hazards; it is at the same time a

history of technology and a cultural history and a myth which interprets and gives

meaning to the past, the present, and the future of coping with natural hazards

(i.e. flooding) in the Netherlands. Furthermore, this interpretation of a Dutch natural

hazard issue is not merely a “layer” that is put on top of the “objective”, “hard”

physical reality of flooding hazards; it is an interpretation that is made possible by

flooding hazards which are already perceived, told, interpreted, and mythologized,

by scientists and by lay people alike. There are no “naked” hazards here. There is

not even a naked body and a dress, or the “facts” versus the “myth”. We only have

access to an already constructed, framed, tattooed body, co-shaped by humans,

technologies, and “nature”. It is fact and myth at the same time (or it is neither).

Flood risk is not merely embedded in Dutch culture and interpreted in a culturally

specific way; it is culture, it is part of Dutch culture and Dutch identity.

Another example is the cultural interpretation and construction of (people’s
response to) tsunamis in Japan, or better since in line with what I said previously:

“Japanese Tsunami culture”. Because of its location in the Pacific Ocean Japan has

known many tsunamis in its history. Relatively recently, there was the Fukushima

tsunami which led to a nuclear disaster. This has invited several cultural interpre-

tations (see below). But before turning to this, it is worth noting that tsunamis are by

no means a merely Japanese phenomenon. For example, in the eighteenth century

the earthquake and tsunami of Lisbon in 1755 was also object of interpretations and

public debates, in which philosophers and scientists participated. Was it due to

divine punishment, or to natural causes? Are we living in the best of all possible

worlds (Leibniz) or is there no benevolent deity who supervises us, as Voltaire

suggested in Candide? Is it because we live too close together in cities, as Rousseau
thought? (Given the phenomenon of megacities built in areas vulnerable to natural

disaster he seems to have a point. . .) Or is it all due to natural causes, as Kant
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argued? Thus, also in “the West” and in a society and culture which we now would

describe as “modern” natural hazard was not only a matter of “getting the facts

right” but also a social, cultural, religious, and philosophical issue. It was not only

about “natural facts”, “natural causes”, and “natural processes” but also about how

we should live in cities, about the nature of the world and our relation to the divine.

Different interpretations and constructions were admitted to the public discussion;

none was excluded a priori. All views were attempts not only to assemble the facts

and to “explain” but also to cope and to “make sense”: to cope with and to make

sense of natural hazard and risk, and to cope with and to make sense of human

existence.

More generally, in the course of the history of “Western” civilization there have

been many ways of understanding and coping with risks—natural and others, some

of which seem to be rather different from our own. Ancient Greek tragedy plays, for

instance, suggest that the Greeks were much more ready than we are to accept lack

of full human control. Humans were portrayed as being in the hands of fate and it

was suggested that they should not challenge the gods by fighting against it

(hubris). This is a different, non-modern way of coping with risk, one that empha-

sizes acceptances rather than struggle against nature (see again Dutch flood control)

and one that—like the debate in the eighteenth century—also involved talking

about the divine, but then from a polytheistic point of view. Here a modern

techno-scientific approach such as risk assessment and risk management is

completely absent. Science, philosophy, religion, and theatre were not yet divorced;

strict distinctions between these activities and ways of thinking are a later devel-

opment—indeed a very modern phenomenon.

Another view (or rather cluster of views) which bears some similarity to the

ancient Greek view, but has of course its own unique features, can be found in less

modern currents and elements in Japanese culture that are related to natural religion

(Shinto) and Buddhism. An attitude of acceptance seems to be also a part of the way
Japanese people respond to natural hazard—at least in so far as their experience and
culture is still shaped by Shinto and Buddhism. As a sensei of a Buddhist temple

explains when asked why the Japanese reacted in a “stoic” way to the recent

tsunami, people believe that ‘things happen’ and that the universe does not neces-

sarily conform to our desires and believes.5 Natural disasters then are not an offence

against us or a punishment for our sins (as modern and Christian thinking has it)

since it is not believed that humans are the centre of everything. The message is: we

have to respect the forces of nature. These forces are as much “natural” as “divine”,

but divine in a non-Christian sense. The gods of nature are much more powerful

than us, and they are not particularly concerned with us. Consider also the origin of

the word kamikaze: it means “divine wind”, typhoon (kamimeans god, deity; hence

the god of the sea, the god of the wind) (Wikipedia 2014b). If and when these views

play a role in understanding and coping with natural hazard such as tsunami hazard,

one could say again that the hazard is not something that is isolated from the rest of

5 http://www.buddhistchannel.tv/index.php?id¼44,10031,0,0,1,0#.VFS8EnkqWUk
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human culture and experience; instead knowing and coping with natural hazard is

part of Japanese culture, a culture which—like elsewhere, also in the West—is

historically developed and includes stories, myths, and beliefs about humans and

the divine.

Note that these traditional understandings of risk do not necessarily go against

the findings of science. On the contrary, they often converge. This is especially

clear in for example Japanese culture, which is often explicitly recognized as

displaying a blend or hybrid of modern and non-modern elements (in the West

these non-modern elements much less openly recognized and made explicit; there

more work is needed to foreground them). For example, when someone speaking of

Shinto in relation to the recent tsunami and nuclear meltdown in Japan refers to “a

remarkable arrogance and disrespect for traditional understandings of the power

and spiritual forces that reside in the land”6 he does not mean, I presume, that

science cannot help us to decide where to build the reactor or that science got it

wrong; he means that Shinto understanding of ‘forces that live within the land’
would have identified dangerous cracks in the earth, which (I presume) are in

principle also discoverable by science, but different decisions have been made

which go against Shinto wisdom and (I add) against science. Perhaps we could

say that Shinto offers a different epistemic route to the same insight, based on a

different approach and culture. In principle, both approaches could have led to the

same wise decision to build the reactor at a different spot. Thus, in principle it is

possible for science and other types of knowledge and approaches to work together

in order to cope with natural hazard—here earthquake and tsunami hazards.

Something similar can be said about the local indigenous knowledge about flood

risk and other natural hazards and risks in other places in the world, which is

revealed if we further study how various traditional and indigenous cultures cope

with natural hazard. This is not at all an anti-scientific point. Today it is increasingly

recognized that traditional knowledge can be valuable for this purpose. In a

UNISDR (United Nations Office for Disaster Risk Reduction) report on early

warning systems (United Nations 2006), it is acknowledged that when it comes to

forecasting and dealing with drought hazards, traditional knowledge and values are

important for early warning and a participatory approach is recommended:

Traditional forecasting remains an important source of climate Traditional forecasting

remains an important source of climate information in many rural communities. There is

growing appreciation that traditional observations and outlook methods may have scientific

validity and increased interest in harmonizing traditional and modern scientific methods of

climate prediction. (United Nations 2006)

In the Asian-Pacific region, for instance, there is still relevant tradition and

indigenous knowledge about hazards. As another UNISDR and ISDR (International

Strategy for Disaster Reduction) report suggests, this knowledge can be used for

disaster risk reduction. Examples include building earthquake safe houses in Kash-

mir, traditional irrigation systems for coping with drought in China, and traditional

6 http://blog.uvm.edu/aivakhiv/2011/03/16/religion-the-japanese-tragedy/
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weather forecasting in Sri Lanka. Local information and story-telling (Shaw

et al. 2008) can also be part of good practices in dealing with natural hazards.

Singh reports on the UNISDR website about how indigenous people responded to a

2004 tidal wave:

Among the 2004 tsunami survivors were the Moken of the Andaman Sea because they

knew the tidal wave was coming. These nomads have a legend about the Laboon, the “wave

that eats people”. According to ancient lore, before the tsunami arrives, the sea recedes and

the loud singing of cicadas is silenced as happened before the 2004 tidal wave. One member

of the Moken noticed the silence and warned everyone. The community moved to higher

ground long before the first wave struck and was saved. (Singh 2011)

Thus, here a legend in combination with traditional reading of signs and patterns

worked perfectly well to protect people against disaster. This is also suggested by

other examples given by Singh, this time from African local communities, which

show again the value of indigenous knowledge for disaster risk reduction:

Knowledge of storm routes and wind patterns enables people to design their disaster

management long in advance by constructing types of shelter, wind break structures,

walls, and homestead fences appropriately. Similarly, knowledge of local rain corridors

enables them to prepare for storms. Knowing the color of clouds that may carry hailstones

enables people to run for cover while an awareness that prolonged drought is followed by

storm, thunder and lightning during the first few rains enables people to prepare for a

disaster. A change in birds’ cries or the onset of their mating period indicates a change of

season. Floods can be predicted from the height of birds’ nests near rivers while moth

numbers can predict drought. The position of the sun and the cry of a specific bird on trees

near rivers may predict the onset of the rainy season for farming. The presence of certain

plant species indicates a low water table. (Singh 2011)

Traditional and indigenous knowledge thus helped and help people to cope with

natural hazards; this is recognized by scientists and policy makers. Furthermore,

‘coping’ with natural hazards includes dealing with disasters when they occur.

Again traditional ways of coping are important here. For instance, if a disaster

happens and there is suffering and death, rituals help people to deal with

it. Consider for example Japanese people who respond to natural disaster by

means of praying for the spirits of those killed. But people in “the West” pray too

and have their own mourning rituals.

Indeed, it must be doubted that in “the West” people always respond to disaster

in a “modern”, secular way. Arguably “the West” has never been entirely secular;

there is a post-Christian culture and there is room for other, Christian and

non-Christian religious understandings. It would be interesting to study

non-modern elements in the ways people in “the West” cope with natural hazard

and disaster. But whatever the precise nature of “Western” beliefs and practices, if

the approach proposed in this chapter makes sense, it is clear that thinking about

risk and vulnerability to natural disasters must also include thinking about society,

culture, and religion. I have also suggested that perhaps we (academics, policy

makers, scientists) can learn from less modern and less scientific ways of coping

with natural hazards.
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3.5 Conclusions

In this paper I questioned the term “natural” hazard and “objective” methods of risk

assessment and risk management in coping with natural hazard. I have argued that

so-called “natural” hazards always involve human action and human experience in

various ways. I have also argued that risk is never entirely “objective” (and neither

is it entirely “subjective”) and that vulnerability to natural hazards and the way we

cope with them is always culturally mediated. Studying how other cultures respond

to natural hazards can help us to cope with them. In particular, I conclude that

reflections on vulnerability and studies of other cultures can help us to recognize

limits to modern science and risk management: (1) they may help us to think

beyond dualist objectivist (versus subjectivist) understandings of natural hazards

and risks, thus going beyond a purely modern techno-scientific approach, and

(2) they suggest that we acknowledge lack of full control (perhaps even integrate

an attitude of acceptance) in our dealings with natural hazards and learn from

traditional perspectives on, and ways of coping with, natural hazards and disasters.

Finally, my interpretation of work published by the United Nations Office for

Disaster Risk Reduction (and other work done in a similar context) suggests that

rather than rejecting science or rejecting traditional methods, we better explore

combining excellent science with traditional knowledge and indigenous good

practices and rituals, for example when it comes to early warning systems and

measures to prevent disaster (e.g. building houses). This advice is not only relevant

for natural hazards in what some of us may perceive as “exotic” places and

“developing” countries; it is worth considering in “Western” contexts as well. A

cultural perspective on risk challenges us to think beyond the boundaries of

standard scientific ways of thinking and dealing with risk and natural hazards.

Ultimately, it also challenges us to question the values and attitudes of “Western”

modernity. Thinking about natural hazards should not be restricted to thinking

about “nature”; it should crucially involve thinking about our societies, our cul-

tures, and ourselves.
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